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“PARENT ARRANGED”
SERVICES
Definitions and Guidance
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Why are we here today?
• Historically, confusion around this topic
• 5/10 memo and instructions
• Individual questions to performance managers
• Duplication of services questions and issues

• Contractor request for clarity
• In monitoring
• Related to TKIDS reporting

Jan 2014 DARS ECI management assigned
workgroup
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The information presented in this
webinar and the accompanying
materials replaces all* previous
directives and clarifications
*including the May 7, 2010
memo
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Timing of implementation
• Will be covered in more detail

• Well in advance of contract and rule changes
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Four designations
1. Program Provided
2. Parent Choice
3. Program Arranged
4. Not Part C
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INTENT of designations
Three primary points:
Point 1

Provision of services in manner consistent with
the intent of Part C service:
• interdisciplinary team
• services that promote caregiver-child interactions
• supporting caregivers in learning new strategies they can use
to enhance the child’s development and participation in the
natural activities.
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INTENT of designations
Three primary points:
Point 2
Contractual obligation to provide needed early
intervention services at the same time honoring the
parent’s right to accept or decline services and
service providers.
*Section 1 of Attachment 1 under scope of work
*34 CFR §303.12
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INTENT of designations
Three primary points:
Point 3
Federal requirements regarding service
coordination to:
• Include all needed services in the IFSP
• Coordinate all services across agency lines;

• Assist parents in gaining access to, and coordinating the

provision of, early intervention services,
• Coordinate any other services identified in the IFSP that are
being provided to the child and family.
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Definition
• Team recommends service
• ECI contractor has the necessary personnel (employee or

contractor) to provide
• Personnel meets ALL three of the following:
1. ECI trained §108.309
2. member of the IFSP team (signs the IFSP)
3. provides progress notes.
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Definition
• Team recommends service
• Parent declines ECI provider
• Parent selects outside provider

Meets developmental need of the child as determined by
the IFSP team.
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Definition
• Team recommends service
• ECI contractor does not have the necessary personnel

(employee or contractor) to provide and cannot hire
• Provider is located who meets ALL three of the
following:
1. ECI trained §108.309
2. member of the IFSP team (signs the IFSP)
3. provides progress notes.
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Definition
• Team recommends service
• ECI contractor does not have the necessary personnel

(employee or contractor) to provide and cannot hire
• Provider is not trained according to ECI rules, and/or
• Does not sign the IFSP, and/or
• Does not provide progress notes.
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Guidance
DARS ECI workgroup developed:
1. Decision trees to visually represent the decision making

process
2. “Grids” to provide more detail
To explain the intent and reasoning behind the decisions
made by ECI management
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Contractual obligation to
address all needed services

Is the type of
service
recommended
by the IFSP
team?

Service is listed on
the Child and
Family Resources
and Case
Management
Needs page of the
IFSP

No

Yes

Parent right to accept or
decline services or service
provider

Does the parent want the
service at a frequency or
intensity that exceeds what
is recommended by the
team?

Yes

Services that are in excess are listed on
the Child and Family Resources and
Case Management Needs page of the
IFSP.

No
Does the ECI contractor have the necessary personnel
(employee, contractor, or LEA staff) to provide the
service at the frequency and intensity recommended by
the team?

Yes

No
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Does the ECI contractor have the necessary personnel
(employee, contractor, or LEA staff) to provide the
service at the frequency and intensity recommended by
the team?

Contractual obligation to
identify needs and provide
services to address those
needs

Yes

Parent right to accept or
decline services or service
provider

No

Does the parent decline the ECI
contractor’s service provider(s) and
select a provider outside of ECI to
provide the service?

Yes
Service is placed
on the services
page and identified
as Parent Choice.

No
Service is placed on the
IFSP services page and
identified as Program
Provided.

Service is placed on the IFSP services page
and identified as Program Provided. The ECI
contractor hires/contracts and trains provider
per rules.
NOTE: If unable to hire/contract ECI staff,
go to “Program Arranged Services
Decision Tree.”
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• Team recommends service

• Parent declines ECI provider
• Parent selects outside provider

Meets developmental need of the child as determined by
the IFSP team.
Review of Parent Choice information grid
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Identified as Resource
Situation

Documentation in
Record

Financial
Responsibility

Additional Action

TKIDS

The IFSP team does
not recommend the
type of service.

Service is listed on the
other resources section or
the Child and Family
Resources and Case
Management Needs page
of the IFSP.

Parent

Service
Coordinator will
serve as
information conduit
between team and
service provider.
Service provider
will be invited to
attend IFSP
meetings.

Service is not entered
into TKIDS and provision
of service is not included
in contractor’s count of
direct delivered service
hours.

Service coordinator
documents communication
with the parent and
service provider about the
service, child progress,
etc. and keeps rest of the
team informed.
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Situation

The IFSP team
recommends the
service but the parent
wants a greater
intensity or frequency
than the team’s
recommendation.

Documentation

Financial
Responsibility

The type, frequency, and Parent
intensity of IFSP team’s
recommended services
are entered into the
services pages.
Service that is in excess
of the team’s
recommendation is listed
on the Child and Family
Resources and Case
Management Needs
page of the IFSP.
Service coordinator
documents
communication with the
parent and service
provider about the
service, child progress,
etc. and keeps rest of the
team informed.

Additional
Action
Service Coordinator
will serve as
information conduit
between team and
service provider.
Service provider will
be invited to IFSP
meetings. The IFSP
team recommends the
service but the parent
wants a greater
intensity or frequency
than the team’s
recommendation.
ted to attend IFSP
meetings.

TKIDS

Service in excess is not
entered into TKIDS and
provision of service that is
in excess of the team’s
recommendations is not
included in contractor’s
count of direct delivered
service hours.
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Program Provided
Situation

The ECI contractor has
the necessary
personnel (employee or
contractor) to provide
the recommended
service but the parent
chooses a provider
outside of ECI.
ECI contractor
hires/contracts and
trains the service
provider.

Documentation

The type, frequency, and
intensity of IFSP team’s
recommended services
are entered into the
services pages and
identified as Program
Provided.
Service provider provides
ECI program with
documentation of service
to support entry of data in
TKIDS.

Financial
Responsibility

ECI

Additional
Action

Everyone wins!

TKIDS

Services are entered into
TKIDS and provision of
service is included in
contractor’s count of
direct delivered service
hours once provider is
obtained and trained.
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Parent Choice
Situation

The ECI contractor has
the necessary
personnel (employee or
contractor) to provide
the recommended
service but the parent
chooses a provider
outside of ECI.
Selected provider is
unwilling to contract
with the ECI provider or
cost of
contracting/hiring
exceeds the ECI
program budget.

Documentation

The type, frequency, and
intensity of IFSP team’s
recommended services
are entered into the
services pages and
identified as Parent
Choice.
Service Coordinator must
document discussion of
parent choosing non-ECI
provider. Must include
evidence of informed
consent.

Service coordinator
documents communication
with the parent and service
provider about the service,
child progress, etc. and
keeps rest of the team
informed.

Financial
Responsibility

Parent

Additional
Action

Service
Coordinator will
serve as
information conduit
between team and
service provider.
Service provider
will be invited to
attend IFSP
meetings.

TKIDS

Planned services are
entered into TKIDS and
the provision of service is
not included in
contractor’s count of
direct delivered service
hours.
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Situation

The ECI contractor
does not have the
necessary personnel
(employee or
contractor) to provide
the recommended
service.

Documentation

The type, frequency, and
intensity of IFSP team’s
recommended services are
entered into the services
pages and identified as
Program Provided.
Service provider provides
ECI program with
documentation of service
to support entry of data in
TKIDS.

Financial
Responsibility

ECI

Additional
Action

The ECI contractor
must obtain and train
an employee or
contractor to provide
the services.

TKIDS

Service is entered into
TKIDS and provision of
service is included in
contractor’s count of
direct delivered service
hours once provider is
obtained and trained.
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Do not have personnel
Situation

The ECI contractor
does not have the
necessary personnel
(employee or
contractor) to provide
the recommended
service, and cannot
locate a service
provider or cost of
contracting/hiring
exceeds the ECI
program budget.

Documentation

The type, frequency, and
intensity of IFSP team’s
recommended services are
entered into the services
pages.
Service coordinator
documents communication
with the parent and service
provider about the service,
child progress, etc. and
keeps rest of the team
informed.

Financial
Responsibility

See Program
Arranged Grid.

Additional
Action

TKIDS

See Program
Arranged Grid.

See Program
Arranged Grid.

Service Coordinator
will serve as
information conduit
between team and
service provider.
Service provider will
be invited to attend
IFSP meetings.

Service is not
included in
contractor’s count of
direct delivered
service hours.
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Are ya with us?
• Polling Question #1
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Service is placed on the IFSP services page
and identified as Program Provided. The ECI
contractor hires/contracts and trains provider
per rules.
NOTE: If unable to hire/contract ECI staff,
go to “Program Arranged Decision Tree.”
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Program Arranged & Not Part C
Point 1 - Consistent with the intent of Part C
service
• Interdisciplinary team
• Promote caregiver-child interactions
• Caregivers learning new strategies to enhance

development and participation in the natural activities.

Point 2 – Contractual obligation
Point 3 – Coordinated service provision across
agency lines
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Is the individual providing the
service trained per ECI rules?

No

Yes
All three criteria
must be met to
classify a service
as Part C;
contractual
obligation

Is the individual providing the
service a member of the IFSP
team (signs the IFSP)?

No

Yes
Does the individual providing
the service send progress
notes for inclusion in the
child’s record?

Yes
Service is placed on
the IFSP services
page. Delivery
identified as Program
Arranged.

No
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Is the individual providing the
service trained per ECI rules?

No

Service is placed on the IFSP
services page. Delivery
identified as Not Part C.

Yes
Is the individual providing the
service a member of the IFSP
team (signs the IFSP)?

No

Service is placed on the IFSP
services page. Delivery
identified as Not Part C.

No

Service is placed on the IFSP
services page. Delivery
identified as Not Part C.

Yes
Does the individual providing
the service send progress
notes for inclusion in the
child’s record?

Yes
Service is placed on
the IFSP service page.
Delivery identified as
Program Arranged.

Non-ECI personnel +
Part C service = not in
violation with ECI contract

If any one of the
questions is
answered “no”, the
service is classified
as
“Not Part C”
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• Team recommends service
• ECI contractor does not have the necessary personnel

(employee or contractor) to provide and cannot hire
• Provider is located who meets ALL three of the
following:
1. ECI trained 40 TAC, Part 2, Chapter 108,
Subchapter C, §108.309(b)(1)
2. Member of the IFSP team (signs the IFSP)
o

Cannot serve as LPHA

3. Provides progress notes
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Program Arranged
Non-ECI Service Provider
Description

Documentation in
Record*

Financial
Responsibility

Additional Action



The type, frequency,
and intensity of IFSP
team’s recommended
services are entered
into the services
pages and identified
as Program Arranged.

Agency (not parent,
not ECI funds)

Program has met
Service is entered
intent of Part C and into TKIDS as a
is in compliance with Planned Service.
ECI contract.
Service is not
included in
contractor’s count
of direct delivered
service hours.






Trained in ECI model
(has completed
orientation as required
by TAC)
Member of the team and
signs the IFSP
Provides progress note
of service event for
child’s record
Does own billing

FCS

Protection of
caps on copays etc. are
not in play for
service.

No FCS out-ofpocket for this
service.

TKIDS
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Are ya with us?
• Polling questions #2 and #3
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• Team recommends service

• ECI contractor does not have the necessary personnel

(employee or contractor) to provide the recommended
service, and cannot hire
• Provider is not trained according to ECI rules, and/or
• Does not sign the IFSP, and/or
• Does not provide progress notes.
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Not Part C
Non-ECI Service Provider Documentation in
Description
Record*

Financial
Responsibility



Agency (not
parent, not ECI
funds)









Does not have written
agreement with
agency
Not trained in ECI
model (has not
completed orientation
as required by TAC)
OR
Not member of team
(does not sign IFSP)
OR
Does not provides
progress note of
service event for
child’s record or
service coordinator
collects parent’s report
Does own billing

The type, frequency,
and intensity of IFSP
team’s recommended
services are entered
into the services pages
and identified as Not
Part C.

Additional
Action

Service
Coordinator will
serve as
information
FCS
conduit between

Protection of team and service
caps on co- provider. Service
pays etc. are provider will be
Service coordinator
not in play
invited to attend
documents
for service.
IFSP meetings.
communication with

No FCS outthe parent and service
of-pocket for Program has not
provider about the
this service. met intent of Part
service, child progress,
C and does not
etc. and keeps rest of
meet the
the team informed.
requirements of
ECI contract.

TKIDS

Service is
entered into
TKIDS as a
Planned Service.
Service is not
included in
contractor’s
count of direct
delivered service
hours.
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Documentation on IFSP

*Failure to document all
developmental needs and
the IFSP’s team’s
recommended services on
the services page is a contract
monitoring finding.
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Are ya with us?
• Polling question #4
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Caught with your staff down
Identify as Program Provided – Whoops!
1. Get person trained prior to service provision
2. SC apprises person of child and family
3. Person reviews and signs IFSP
prior to service provision
OR
Must change service designation
prior to service delivery
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Everyone Wins!
Family selects outside provider
• Identify as Parent Choice
• Provider joins our merry band
• Contract/hire
• Training

• Change service designation on IFSP
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Proposed Implementation Timeline
• IFSP change – March 2015

• TKIDS - March 2015
• Contract change - September 1, 2015
• Monitoring - January 1, 2016
• Rule change - September 1, 2016
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39

40

Documentation on IFSP
• Picture of new IFSP?
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42
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Benefits of change
• Provides requested clarification

• All situations are covered
• Clarification for MCOs
• Explains low service levels
• Strengthens integrity of the

ECI service system
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After you’ve pondered
• Survey sent out

Monday
• Everyone - Effectiveness

of training
• Program Directors Impact to your program
• Please respond by

COB Wednesday
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Got Questions?
Theoretical what ifs

• What on the decision tree and grid needs to be clarified?
• How does your real-life situation fit in here?
• What additional clarification is needed?
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Oldies but goodies
Q: Our program has had a SLP vacancy for two months.
We have a contractor but they do not want to participate in
ECI training. They make visits in the home, isn’t that
adequate?

A: No, the setting of the service does not determine if it is
an ECI service. Part C services use coaching and modeling
in everyday routines.
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Oldies but goodies
Q: We have a community partner that we have worked
with for years. They provide services in the home and have
knowledge of ECI and babies. We send families to them
and they do all of the billing. Why isn’t this Parent Choice?

A: The parent is not making the choice to use this provider,
the ECI contractor is.

